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Project HistoryProject History

The study of plant and mineral use The study of plant and mineral use 
by culturally affiliated Pueblo by culturally affiliated Pueblo 
people was initiated in response to people was initiated in response to 
federal legislation that arose federal legislation that arose 
following the Cerro Grande fire.following the Cerro Grande fire.

The loss of natural resources upon The loss of natural resources upon 
which the Pueblos depended which the Pueblos depended 
resulted in  Division C resulted in  Division C –– Cerro Cerro 
Grande Fire of the 2001 Grande Fire of the 2001 
Appropriations Bill (P.L. 106Appropriations Bill (P.L. 106--246, 246, 
July 26, 2000), which included Title July 26, 2000), which included Title 
I I -- Cerro Grande Fire Assistance Cerro Grande Fire Assistance 
Act, and Title II Act, and Title II -- Cerro Grande Cerro Grande 
Fire Emergency Supplemental Fire Emergency Supplemental 
Appropriations to provide Appropriations to provide 
compensation for local damages. compensation for local damages. 
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Project HistoryProject History
Under the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ Under the Bureau of Indian Affairs’ 
appropriations of Title II (P.L. 106appropriations of Title II (P.L. 106--246, 246, 
114 Stat. 592), funds were set aside for 114 Stat. 592), funds were set aside for 
the Pueblos of Santa Clara and San the Pueblos of Santa Clara and San 
IldefonsoIldefonso to deal with restoration, to deal with restoration, 
rehabilitation, and reforestation of tribal rehabilitation, and reforestation of tribal 
lands adversely impacted by the Cerro lands adversely impacted by the Cerro 
Grande fire.Grande fire.

The Pueblos’ dependence on plant and The Pueblos’ dependence on plant and 
mineral resources also received mineral resources also received 
attention. A general provision of Title II attention. A general provision of Title II 
(P.L. 106(P.L. 106--246, 114 Stat. 592) addressed 246, 114 Stat. 592) addressed 
traditional use of plant and mineral traditional use of plant and mineral 
resources in Bandelier National resources in Bandelier National 
Monument by the Pueblos of San Monument by the Pueblos of San 
IldefonsoIldefonso and Santa Clara and Santa Clara by allowing by allowing 
the Pueblos to collect plants and the Pueblos to collect plants and 
minerals from the monument.minerals from the monument.

In support of this provision, the In support of this provision, the 
study of traditional uses of natural study of traditional uses of natural 
resources by Pueblo people was resources by Pueblo people was 
begun in September 2002begun in September 2002
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Cultural Affiliated PueblosCultural Affiliated Pueblos

This report is about how Pueblo tribes are associated with This report is about how Pueblo tribes are associated with 
the natural resources of Bandelier National Monument.the natural resources of Bandelier National Monument.

These Pueblo tribes include:These Pueblo tribes include:
CochitiCochiti San Felipe, San Felipe, 
San San IldefonsoIldefonso Santa Clara,Santa Clara,
Santo Domingo   Santo Domingo   ZuñiZuñi

These Pueblos are culturally affiliated with the park These Pueblos are culturally affiliated with the park 
because they are the aboriginal inhabitants and traditional because they are the aboriginal inhabitants and traditional 
users of the lands now occupied by Bandelier National users of the lands now occupied by Bandelier National 
Monument. Monument. 
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Understanding Traditional UseUnderstanding Traditional Use

Traditional resource use by the Pueblo people is more Traditional resource use by the Pueblo people is more 
than consumptive. While use can be consumptive, such than consumptive. While use can be consumptive, such 
as in the picking and eating of berries, it also can be as in the picking and eating of berries, it also can be 
nonnon--consumptive. consumptive. 
Use can be disruptive but involve conservation such as Use can be disruptive but involve conservation such as 
burning to make a traditional patch ecology for a plant burning to make a traditional patch ecology for a plant 
or animals. or animals. 
Use can be restrictive such as ceremonial use of places Use can be restrictive such as ceremonial use of places 
and associated resources in the park where Pueblo and associated resources in the park where Pueblo 
people need privacy. people need privacy. 
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Pueblo InvolvementPueblo Involvement

The Bandelier National Monument (the park) traditional The Bandelier National Monument (the park) traditional 
resource use study originated with a focus on plant and mineral resource use study originated with a focus on plant and mineral 
use by the Pueblos of San use by the Pueblos of San IldefonsoIldefonso and Santa Clara. and Santa Clara. 

During the study the Pueblo of During the study the Pueblo of CochitiCochiti joined the study as San joined the study as San 
IldefonsoIldefonso became less involved. became less involved. 

Documentation of resource use available in the published Documentation of resource use available in the published 
literature often addressed Pueblo people (Rio Grande, Eastern, literature often addressed Pueblo people (Rio Grande, Eastern, 
or Western), or Pueblo language groups (or Western), or Pueblo language groups (KeresKeres and and TewaTewa). This ). This 
report, consequently, includes traditional use data for these report, consequently, includes traditional use data for these 
Pueblo people, all of whom are traditionally associated with thePueblo people, all of whom are traditionally associated with the
park. It also includes Pueblo traditional uses of animal resourcpark. It also includes Pueblo traditional uses of animal resources. es. 
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Project FindingsProject Findings
All findings in the resource catalogues have been All findings in the resource catalogues have been 
reviewed by the governments of Santa Clara and reviewed by the governments of Santa Clara and 
CochitiCochiti..

The report includes four main sections: an The report includes four main sections: an 
introduction/overview and three resource catalogues. introduction/overview and three resource catalogues. 

The overview includes a history of the project and The overview includes a history of the project and 
details the major activities that occurred during the details the major activities that occurred during the 
course of the study. It also provides brief discussions course of the study. It also provides brief discussions 
of the ecology and geology of the park and of the ecology and geology of the park and 
surrounding area, summary tables of mineral, plant, surrounding area, summary tables of mineral, plant, 
and animal resource use for quick reference, and and animal resource use for quick reference, and 
tribally suggested natural resource use protocols.tribally suggested natural resource use protocols.

Each of the three resource catalogues Each of the three resource catalogues ––
ethnogeologicalethnogeological, , ethnobotanicalethnobotanical, and , and 
ethnozoologicalethnozoological –– includes a synopsis of findings, includes a synopsis of findings, 
checklists of the resources and the Pueblo groups for checklists of the resources and the Pueblo groups for 
whom traditional use was found, and detailed resource whom traditional use was found, and detailed resource 
descriptions. These descriptions include scientific, descriptions. These descriptions include scientific, 
common, and Pueblo names, images of the resource, common, and Pueblo names, images of the resource, 
and traditional uses of the resource by Pueblo people. and traditional uses of the resource by Pueblo people. 
The traditional uses are attributed to Pueblo people, The traditional uses are attributed to Pueblo people, 
Pueblo language groups, and/or individual pueblos. Pueblo language groups, and/or individual pueblos. 
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Map of the Bandelier AreaMap of the Bandelier Area

miles

Cochiti Pueblo

Santa Clara Pueblo
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Bandelier EnvironmentBandelier Environment

Bandelier National Monument lies across the south end of the Bandelier National Monument lies across the south end of the ParajitoParajito
Plateau.Plateau.

The Monument is located on the eastThe Monument is located on the east--southeast flank of the southeast flank of the VallesValles Caldera, Caldera, 
which is part of the Jemez Volcanic Field and dates from the earwhich is part of the Jemez Volcanic Field and dates from the early Pliocene to ly Pliocene to 
late Pleistocene era.late Pleistocene era.

The The ParajitoParajito Plateau is a deposit of tuff laid down by two volcanic eruptionPlateau is a deposit of tuff laid down by two volcanic eruptions s 
that occurred about 1.4 million and 1.1 million years ago, and sthat occurred about 1.4 million and 1.1 million years ago, and stabilized by tabilized by 
basaltic flows. basaltic flows. 

The Plateau region is bounded on the south by The Plateau region is bounded on the south by CochitiCochiti Canyon, on the east Canyon, on the east 
by the Rio Grande, on the north by Santa Clara Canyon, and on thby the Rio Grande, on the north by Santa Clara Canyon, and on the west by e west by 
the Jemez Mountains. Elevations range from 5,000 feet westward tthe Jemez Mountains. Elevations range from 5,000 feet westward to 10,000 o 10,000 
feet. feet. 
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VallesValles CalderaCaldera
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Ecological SettingEcological Setting

In characterizing the ecological setting of Bandelier In characterizing the ecological setting of Bandelier 
National Monument, we use Major Land Resource National Monument, we use Major Land Resource 
Areas which are geographically related land resource Areas which are geographically related land resource 
units and regional descriptions. units and regional descriptions. 

The Monument lies The Monument lies mostly withinmostly within-- Southern Rocky Southern Rocky 
Mountain Ecosystem. Mountain Ecosystem. 

A small area in the northeast part of the Monument lies A small area in the northeast part of the Monument lies 
New Mexico and Arizona Plateaus and Mesas. New Mexico and Arizona Plateaus and Mesas. 
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Ecological Setting: Ecological Setting: Southern Rocky Southern Rocky 
MountainsMountains

Alpine grasses, herbaceous plants, shrubs

Limber pine, bristlecone pine, Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir

Engelmann spruce, subalpine fir, white fir, limber pine, aspen

Lodgepole pine, aspen, Douglas-fir, ponderosa pine

Big sagebrush, western wheatgrass, needleandthread

Willow, alder, birch

Alpine tundra

Timberline zone 

Mountain slopes

Lower forest

Lower elevations

Streams
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Ecological Setting: Ecological Setting: New Mexico and New Mexico and 
Arizona Plateaus and MesasArizona Plateaus and Mesas

Douglas-fir, white fir, mountain muhly, common 
snowberry, Parry’s oatgrass, mountain brome

Twoneedle pinyon, Utah juniper, Indian ricegrass, mountain
mahogany, ponderosa pine, Gambel oak, Arizona fescue, 
and muttongrass

Big sagebrush, western wheatgrass, needle-and-thread,
galleta, blue grama

Higher elevations.

Mid-elevations

Lower elevations
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Geological SettingGeological Setting
Bandelier National Monument occupies ground that is younger Bandelier National Monument occupies ground that is younger 
geologically than the surrounding landscape The area lies along geologically than the surrounding landscape The area lies along the the 
western edge of the Rio Grande Rift, a long faultwestern edge of the Rio Grande Rift, a long fault--bounded basin bounded basin 
through which the Rio Grande flows. The Rift is an area where lathrough which the Rio Grande flows. The Rift is an area where lava va 
from deep within the mantle periodically spreads across the surffrom deep within the mantle periodically spreads across the surface. ace. 

The west side of the caldera is underlain with Paleozoic, MesozoThe west side of the caldera is underlain with Paleozoic, Mesozoic, ic, 
Precambrian rocks. The Field is a large complex of basaltic and Precambrian rocks. The Field is a large complex of basaltic and 
rhyoliticrhyolitic materials that have accumulated during the past 13 million materials that have accumulated during the past 13 million 
years. years. 

Ash flow eruptions and caldera collapse characterize the area. TAsh flow eruptions and caldera collapse characterize the area. The he 
VallesValles Caldera, one of the largest young calderas in the world, Caldera, one of the largest young calderas in the world, 
exemplifies this as a resurgent caldera floor with late exemplifies this as a resurgent caldera floor with late silicicsilicic domes domes 
along the interior ring fracture. along the interior ring fracture. 
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Cultural Centrality

Cultural centrality is a term that describes just how important 
a place, like Bandelier National Monument, is in the lives 
of people. This study documents that based on minerals, 
plants, and animals the park is very central in the lives of 

Pueblo people.

59% of the park's plants are Pueblo traditional use plants

76% of the park's animals are Pueblo traditional use 
animals.

96 minerals which may be found within the park are 
traditional use minerals.
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EthnogeologyEthnogeology
This chapter presents an overview of This chapter presents an overview of 
existing ethnogeological data related to existing ethnogeological data related to 
Bandelier National Monument and the Bandelier National Monument and the 
surrounding area. surrounding area. 

The Monument The Monument does notdoes not have an have an 
official list of geologic resources.official list of geologic resources.

96 geological resources96 geological resources have been have been 
found to be utilized by either Pueblo, found to be utilized by either Pueblo, 
TewaTewa people, or by a specific Pueblo. people, or by a specific Pueblo. 

These data have come from a range of These data have come from a range of 
sources, including original sources, including original 
ethnographies, historical records, and ethnographies, historical records, and 
journal entries. journal entries. 

These resources are divided into These resources are divided into 5 5 
categoriescategories according to standard according to standard 
geological classification.geological classification.
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EthnogeologyEthnogeology

Elements:Elements: Geological entities that cannot be divided into smaller Geological entities that cannot be divided into smaller 
constituencies.  constituencies.  Example: copperExample: copper
Minerals:Minerals: Compounds of elements that have occurred through Compounds of elements that have occurred through 
geological processes. Minerals have been subdivided into severalgeological processes. Minerals have been subdivided into several
categories, reflecting the chief elements in their compositions.categories, reflecting the chief elements in their compositions.
Example: turquoiseExample: turquoise
Rocks:Rocks: Solid compounds of minerals that have formed through Solid compounds of minerals that have formed through 
processes such as volcanism or erosion. processes such as volcanism or erosion. Example: basaltExample: basalt
Sediments:Sediments: Compounds of rock or minerals. Sediments lack the Compounds of rock or minerals. Sediments lack the 
density of rocks. density of rocks. Example: sandExample: sand
Unclassifiable:Unclassifiable: Materials in this group are derived from vague or Materials in this group are derived from vague or 
ambiguous references, and cannot be further classified. This groambiguous references, and cannot be further classified. This group up 
also includes several references from Harrington (1916) to also includes several references from Harrington (1916) to 
undefined undefined TewaTewa terms. terms. Example: “yellow stone”Example: “yellow stone”
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Example of Ethnogeological EntryExample of Ethnogeological Entry
Limonite (Goethite, Yellow Ochre)Limonite (Goethite, Yellow Ochre)

Resource DescriptionResource Description
Limonite, a yellow iron hydroxide, is usually composed of a predLimonite, a yellow iron hydroxide, is usually composed of a predominance of ominance of 
goethite crystals. This classification, however, does not necessgoethite crystals. This classification, however, does not necessarily mean that arily mean that 
limonite is always a form of goethite. Under technical terms, inlimonite is always a form of goethite. Under technical terms, in fact, limonite is fact, limonite is 
not a true mineral. Also called “yellow ochre,” limonite is yellnot a true mineral. Also called “yellow ochre,” limonite is yellow in color, owing ow in color, owing 
to its high concentration of iron.  Limonite is present in severto its high concentration of iron.  Limonite is present in several areas of Northal areas of North--
Central New Mexico (Northrop 1996: 144Central New Mexico (Northrop 1996: 144--145).145).

PuebloPueblo
The Pueblos, at least prehistorically, used limonite to create yThe Pueblos, at least prehistorically, used limonite to create yellow and brown ellow and brown 
pigments (Ball 1940: 4). pigments (Ball 1940: 4). 

CochitiCochiti
The The CochitiCochiti used limonite on the walls inside of their homes.  Bandelier used limonite on the walls inside of their homes.  Bandelier 
(1971:107) describes the inside of a (1971:107) describes the inside of a CochitiCochiti home by saying, “The walls of the home by saying, “The walls of the 
cave were burnished with burnt gypsum; the ceiling was covered bcave were burnished with burnt gypsum; the ceiling was covered by a thick coat y a thick coat 
of soot; and a band of yellow ochre, like wainscoting, ran alongof soot; and a band of yellow ochre, like wainscoting, ran along the base of the the base of the 
sides.”sides.”

Santa ClaraSanta Clara
The Santa Clara used limonite to dye buckskin shirts and leggingThe Santa Clara used limonite to dye buckskin shirts and leggings yellow (Hill s yellow (Hill 
1982: 1061982: 106--107). The limonite would be gathered from beds, often during cla107). The limonite would be gathered from beds, often during clay y 
collection, as limonite beds were often located within close discollection, as limonite beds were often located within close distance of clay beds tance of clay beds 
(Hill 1982: 84).(Hill 1982: 84).
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EthnobotanyEthnobotany
This chapter presents an overview This chapter presents an overview 
of existing ethnobotanical data of of existing ethnobotanical data of 
the culturally affiliated tribes of the culturally affiliated tribes of 
Bandelier National Monument. Bandelier National Monument. 

These data are from a range of These data are from a range of 
sources, including original sources, including original 
ethnographies, historical records, ethnographies, historical records, 
journal entries, and contemporary journal entries, and contemporary 
documents. documents. 

Plant usages have been extensively Plant usages have been extensively 
and systematically documented by and systematically documented by 
past and present ethnographers, past and present ethnographers, 
explorers, and explorers, and ethnobotanistsethnobotanists. . 
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EthnobotanyEthnobotany
In total, In total, 746 746 plants are on the plants are on the 
official plant inventory. official plant inventory. 

The official list was shorted The official list was shorted 
because some plants had because some plants had 
multiple entries. This multiple entries. This 
abbreviated list has a total of abbreviated list has a total of 
349 349 park plantspark plants of which, of which, 205 205 
plantsplants (59%)(59%) have specific have specific 
Pueblo uses which are recorded Pueblo uses which are recorded 
in the catalogue. in the catalogue. 
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Example of Ethnobotanical EntryExample of Ethnobotanical Entry

Cochiti

Bandelier (1971) describes gourds being used by 
Cochiti people to carry water (112).  Additionally, 
during some ceremonies, people would carry 
gourds in their right hand.  These gourds were 
filled with pebbles and used like a rattle to make 
noise during the ceremonies (Bandelier 1971:130).

Santa Clara

Unusually large gourds, some two feet in length, 
were saved, dried, small openings cut in the tops 
or ends, and the insides cleaned out. These gourds 
were covered with rawhide, or in lieu of this, a 
cord or buckskin netting. A thong was attached for 
a handle (For a full discussion of the use of gourds 
please see the Ethnobotanical Catalog).

Description 
of Uses

GourdsCommon 
Name

Cucurbita foetidissimaScientific 
Name
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EthnozoologyEthnozoology
This chapter presents an overview of This chapter presents an overview of 
the ethnozoological literature of the the ethnozoological literature of the 
tribes culturally affiliated to Bandelier tribes culturally affiliated to Bandelier 
National Monument. National Monument. 

This chapter was produced at the This chapter was produced at the 
request of the involved Pueblos. It request of the involved Pueblos. It 
was not part of the original was not part of the original 
congressional legislation.congressional legislation.

Much of the documented Pueblo Much of the documented Pueblo 
ethnozoology appears within broader ethnozoology appears within broader 
cultural discussions of Pueblo Indians, cultural discussions of Pueblo Indians, 
and a few specific pueblos.and a few specific pueblos.

Two specific Pueblo Two specific Pueblo ethnozoologiesethnozoologies
have been recorded, one for the have been recorded, one for the TewaTewa
Pueblos (Henderson and Harrington Pueblos (Henderson and Harrington 
1914) and one for the 1914) and one for the KeresanKeresan Pueblos Pueblos 
(White 1947).(White 1947).
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EthnozoologyEthnozoology

In total In total 306 animals306 animals are on the official are on the official 
park inventory. The list was abbreviated park inventory. The list was abbreviated 
because some entries can apply to more because some entries can apply to more 
than one species present in the park. than one species present in the park. 

100 animals100 animals are present on the are present on the 
abbreviated list and abbreviated list and 76 of these animals76 of these animals
have specific uses recorded in the have specific uses recorded in the 
ethnozoological catalogue. ethnozoological catalogue. 

As a result, As a result, 76%76% of the animals on the of the animals on the 
abbreviated list are present in the abbreviated list are present in the 
catalogue. catalogue. 
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Example of Ethnozoological EntryExample of Ethnozoological Entry

Pueblo: The Pueblos believe the mountain lion is an animal of great courage 
and is the ruler of all other animals. Hunters carry fetishes of mountain lions 
in order to give them the power of this animal. The mountain lion god is the 
spirit of the North direction and, because he is prone to contests, is the 
patron of gaming (Tyler 1975:212-213). The skin of the mountain lion was 
used in creating bags, caps, foot wrappings, quivers, and bowguards
(Underhill 1948:112, 117, 118).

Cochiti: Lions are sometimes hunted by the Cochiti. Lange (1959:136-137) 
says that lion meat is never eaten and only the skin is brought back to the 
pueblo. The lion’s body is buried by the killer where the kill was made. The 
skull is removed at the time of the skinning and is used, like eagle skulls and 
bear skulls, as offerings and buried under rocks.

Zuni: According to Coronado, mountain lions were hunted by Zuñi people 
(Hewett and Dutton 1945:131). Fragments of mountain lion bones have been 
found on Toyalone Peak and at a shrine near Thunder Mountain. These 
bones were given as offerings and are associated with the Priests of the Bow 
(Dorsey 1903:99; Fewkes 1891:7).

Description 
of Uses

PresentPark Status

Tewa- K‘æ˙ŋ, Cochiti- Móhkach-hánuch, , San Felipe and Zia- Mókaich-háno, San 
Ildefonso and San Juan, Kän-tdóa

Indian 
Name

Puma concolor
Mountain lion

Scientific/
Common 
Name
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Natural Resource ProtocolsNatural Resource Protocols

As the primary participants in this study, the Pueblos of As the primary participants in this study, the Pueblos of CochitiCochiti
and Santa Clara identified protocols for the traditional use of and Santa Clara identified protocols for the traditional use of the the 
plants, minerals, and animals identified in this report. plants, minerals, and animals identified in this report. 

The two Pueblos requested inclusion of these natural resource The two Pueblos requested inclusion of these natural resource 
use protocols as a way of initiating conversation with park use protocols as a way of initiating conversation with park 
authorities. authorities. 

In addition to the following protocols, both Pueblos have In addition to the following protocols, both Pueblos have 
additional specifications that they wish to discuss with park additional specifications that they wish to discuss with park 
authorities. The two Pueblos provide the protocols in the hope authorities. The two Pueblos provide the protocols in the hope 
that agreements on the protocols will lead to further protectionthat agreements on the protocols will lead to further protection
of the natural resources as well as the continuation of traditioof the natural resources as well as the continuation of traditional nal 
use by Pueblo people, which is needed to protect their culture.use by Pueblo people, which is needed to protect their culture.
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WhoWho Should Gather?Should Gather?

Should the Pueblo provide a list of approved kinds of people Should the Pueblo provide a list of approved kinds of people 
like clan leaders?like clan leaders?

Should the Pueblo provide a formal letter of approval to the Should the Pueblo provide a formal letter of approval to the 
park for each person who intends to gather?park for each person who intends to gather?

Should the park always ask for evidence of tribal/pueblo Should the park always ask for evidence of tribal/pueblo 
membership of a person applying for permission to gather?membership of a person applying for permission to gather?

If a person, who is not from one of the six culturally affiliateIf a person, who is not from one of the six culturally affiliated d 
Pueblos, applies to the park for permission to gather, should thPueblos, applies to the park for permission to gather, should the e 
park make the access decision alone or in consultation with one park make the access decision alone or in consultation with one 
or more of the culturally affiliated Pueblos?or more of the culturally affiliated Pueblos?
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WhatWhat Should Be Gathered? Should Be Gathered? 

It is understood that the current report represents the It is understood that the current report represents the 
official and full extent of plants, minerals, and animals official and full extent of plants, minerals, and animals 
that are both in the park (as established by the park) that are both in the park (as established by the park) 
and traditionally used by the six culturally affiliated and traditionally used by the six culturally affiliated 
Pueblos (as established by the two involved Pueblo Pueblos (as established by the two involved Pueblo 
governments).governments).

It is understood that the current report can be It is understood that the current report can be 
officially modified if a new use natural resources is officially modified if a new use natural resources is 
identified or if a Pueblo government officially asks to identified or if a Pueblo government officially asks to 
add a new use natural resource.add a new use natural resource.
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WhenWhen Should Gathering Occur? Should Gathering Occur? 
Are there specific times (years, seasons, weeks, or Are there specific times (years, seasons, weeks, or 
days) when the Pueblos would like to gather or days) when the Pueblos would like to gather or 
modify a specific natural resource? For example, modify a specific natural resource? For example, 
should the gathering of pine boughs for ceremonies should the gathering of pine boughs for ceremonies 
occur in months other than December?occur in months other than December?

Are there specific times (years, seasons, weeks, or Are there specific times (years, seasons, weeks, or 
days) when the Pueblos would not like to have a days) when the Pueblos would not like to have a 
specific natural resource gathered or disturbed? For specific natural resource gathered or disturbed? For 
example, when should a traditional patch ecology fire example, when should a traditional patch ecology fire 
be set in order to stimulate a particular plant or make be set in order to stimulate a particular plant or make 
habitat for an animal?habitat for an animal?
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WhatWhat Amounts of a Resource Should Amounts of a Resource Should 
Be Gathered? Be Gathered? 

Are there certain natural resources in the park Are there certain natural resources in the park 
that could easily be over gathered or that could easily be over gathered or 
disturbed?disturbed?

What are the traditionally established upper What are the traditionally established upper 
limits on the amounts of gathering or limits on the amounts of gathering or 
disturbance for specific natural resources?disturbance for specific natural resources?
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WhereWhere Should Gathering Occur? Should Gathering Occur? 

Can all of the traditional natural use resources identified in tCan all of the traditional natural use resources identified in this his 
report be gathered or disturbed wherever they are found?report be gathered or disturbed wherever they are found?

If is answer is “no” to this question, then what natural If is answer is “no” to this question, then what natural 
resources should only be gathered at certain locations?resources should only be gathered at certain locations?

Are there natural resource areas that should be left totally Are there natural resource areas that should be left totally 
alone, from either gathering or disturbance, because these alone, from either gathering or disturbance, because these 
areas were set aside from use traditionally?areas were set aside from use traditionally?
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ConclusionConclusion

The past five years of study have been a beneficial experience fThe past five years of study have been a beneficial experience for all involved or all involved 
parties because a catalogue of resources forms a strong foundatiparties because a catalogue of resources forms a strong foundation for on for 
consultation between the park and the culturally affiliated Puebconsultation between the park and the culturally affiliated Pueblos. los. 

This report provides a record of the This report provides a record of the ethnogeologicethnogeologic, ethnobotanical, and , ethnobotanical, and 
ethnozoological resources in the park along with traditional useethnozoological resources in the park along with traditional uses of these s of these 
resources by all Pueblo people. It includes detailed cultural deresources by all Pueblo people. It includes detailed cultural descriptions of the scriptions of the 
resources from a variety of current and historical sources datinresources from a variety of current and historical sources dating to the late g to the late 
1800s. 1800s. 

The depth of information contained in the natural resource use cThe depth of information contained in the natural resource use catalogues is atalogues is 
expected to be useful for both Bandelier National Park, and the expected to be useful for both Bandelier National Park, and the culturally culturally 
affiliated Pueblo people. affiliated Pueblo people. 

The report documents a rich and complex relationship between theThe report documents a rich and complex relationship between the Pueblo Pueblo 
people and the natural resources of Bandelier National Monument.people and the natural resources of Bandelier National Monument.


